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Abstract—Reverse engineering is essential in malware analysis, vulnerability discovery, etc. Decompilers assist the reverse engineers by lifting the assembly to the high-level programming language, which highly boosts binary comprehension. However, decompilers suffer from problems such as meaningless variable names, redundant variables, and lacking comments describing the purpose of the code. Previous studies have shown promising performance in refining the decompiler output by training the models with huge datasets containing various decompiler outputs. However, even datasets that take much time to construct cover limited binaries in the real world. The performance degrades severely facing the binary migration.

In this paper, we present DeGPT, an end-to-end framework aiming to optimize the decompiler output to improve its readability and simplicity and further assist the reverse engineers in understanding the binaries better. The Large Language Model (LLM) can mitigate performance degradation with its extraordinary ability endowed by large model size and training set containing rich multi-modal data. However, its potential is difficult to unlock through one-shot use. Thus, we propose the three-role mechanism, which includes referee (\text{R_ref}), advisor (\text{R_adv}), and operator (\text{R_ope}), to adapt the LLM to our optimization tasks. Specifically, \text{R_ref} provides the optimization scheme for the target decompiler output, while \text{R_adv} gives the rectification measures based on the scheme, and \text{R_ope} inspects whether the optimization changes the original function semantics and concludes the final verdict about whether to accept the optimizations. We evaluate DeGPT on the datasets containing decompiler outputs of various software, such as the practical command line tools, malware, a library for audio processing, and implementations of algorithms. The experimental results show that even on the output of the current top-level decompiler (Ghidra), DeGPT can achieve 24.4% reduction in the cognitive burden of understanding the decompiler outputs and provide comments of which 62.9% can provide practical semantics for the reverse engineers to help the understanding of binaries. Our user surveys also show that the optimizations can significantly simplify the code and add helpful semantic information (variable names and comments), facilitating a quick and accurate understanding of the binary.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reverse engineering, aiming to obtain the program logic and algorithms of target software through reverse analysis, has received increasing attention for its role as an enabler in vulnerability discovery \cite{28, 33, 43, 48, 53, 62, 67}, malware analysis \cite{22, 26, 39, 60}, closed-source comprehension \cite{20, 31, 38, 50}, etc. For example, security researchers leverage disassemblers to obtain the assembly code of malware samples that do not have available source code for further analysis. However, as the mnemonic, assembly code is closer to machine code than high-level Program Language (PL), which is more conducive to human understanding. Decompilers, such as Hex-Rays \cite{13} and Ghidra \cite{11}, appear to convert the low-level code than high-level Program Language (PL), which is more conducive to human understanding.

State-of-the-art decompilers can recover the control flow structures and guess the possible primitive variable types based on the memory layout. However, since the binary does not contain semantic\textsuperscript{1} information such as variable names and comments, the decompiler output lacks effective semantic information recovery. The debug information can provide some help. Unfortunately, since debug information is unnecessary in software execution, it is typically removed before the software is released for space-saving or security protection. Besides lacking the semantic information that boosts the program comprehension, the decompiler output also suffers from other drawbacks, as discussed in Section II.

Although the semantic information is dropped during the compilation, several work has attempted to help security researchers better understand reversed binaries by reconstructing semantic information to refine readability. Specifically, the previous studies can be divided into two categories, depending on the objects imposed by the code analysis. (i) Embed information obtained from disassembled code such as mnemonic sequence and control flow graph for model-based methods \cite{27, 29, 32, 41, 45}. The routine is to calculate the embedding of the information from the assembly function with the help of various program analyses and send the embedding to the prediction model, which usually belongs to encoder-decoder architecture. (ii) Facilitate reverse engineering by enhancing the output of the decompiler rather than the disassembler \cite{25, 40, 44}. This is because the output of the decompiler can provide additional information that facilitates semantic recovery compared to the disassembler.

However, the previous studies suffer from the following limitations. L1: The decrease in performance in the presence of unseen binaries. Limited by the training set size and model capabilities, previous studies face performance degradation when the binary for testing comes from software that has

\textsuperscript{1}We use semantic in two categories of meaning. When it is used for “semantic information”, it refers to the semantics of information like comments and variable names. When it is used for “function/code semantics”, it refers to the behaviors of the function/code.
never been seen before. As discussed in NFRE [29], the size of datasets can heavily impact the performance of optimization. Previous frameworks are trained on small-scale datasets compared with the current fast-growing large models. Besides, the prediction models used in the previous studies are also not big enough compared with the recent large models, which limits the efficacy. I2: Limited decompiler output optimizations. Previous studies concentrate on augmenting the decompiler output’s variable names and types. Considering the situations of realistic reverse engineering, proper comments describing the purposes of the code snippets and easy-to-read code style will also boost the experience of analyzing binaries. Moreover, previous methods tend to handle only one or two optimization types. We expect to use one framework for diverse optimization instead of sundry plugins for different improvements.

Due to its potential in general artificial intelligence, Large Language Model (LLM) has become a recent technology hotspot with the strength of supporting multiple downstream tasks, which means it can also optimize the decompiler output with multiple forms of optimization. Moreover, as its name implies, the LLM is large from two aspects including the datasets used for training and the model size (i.e. the number of parameters) compared with the models involved in the previous studies, which endow the ability to cope with the performance degradation caused by binary migration while adopting the LLM to optimize the decompiler output. Unfortunately, there are still more challenges when adopting the LLM for optimizing decompiler output, as discussed in the following.

C1: The one-shot use of LLM for optimizing the decompiler output leads to limited performance. The most intuitive way for optimizing decompiler output is to provide a direct prompt to the LLM, such as “Augment the following decompiler output to improve the readability”, and collect the response. However, according to our experiments in Section V-E, this highly limits what the LLM can do. The recommended method of leveraging the LLM is to split the tasks into different pieces and guide it step by step to maximize its potential for enhancing decompiler output [63].

C2: The LLM may give the wrong response for the optimization task. The uncertainty of LLM’s behavior may compromise the fidelity2 of the decompiler output. LLMs such as ChatGPT [4] are generative models, and their responses are not always guaranteed to be correct. Moreover, the ambiguity and vagueness of natural language, which is how we interact with the LLM, also hinder the LLM from understanding and correctly conducting our prompts. Therefore, the LLM may incorrectly manipulate the decompiler output and compromise the function semantics of the decompiler output, which is undesirable and will confuse the reverse engineers.

DeGPT. In this paper, we present a novel framework for lifting decompiler output called DeGPT, which supports various optimizations including structure simplification, variable renaming, and appending comments to improve the readability of the decompiler output. DeGPT assists the reverse engineers in better understanding and analyzing executable programs. DeGPT is a code readability enhancement tool between the decompiler output and the reverse engineers. It accepts the decompiler output and sends the corresponding output to the reverse engineers after readability enhancement that LLM and lightweight program analysis drive. In particular, we address the aforementioned challenges based on the following insights. Firstly, we found that the decompiler output optimization can be divided into three steps to maximize the potential of the LLM. To implement these steps, we propose a three-role mechanism including referee (R_ref), advisor (R_adv), and operator (R_ope) to maximize the LLM optimizing capability of the decompiler output (for C1). Specifically, we define the R_ref to provide the optimization scheme, R_adv to accept the R_ref’s scheme and present specific rectification measures for the decompiler output to achieve the optimization scheme, and R_ope to censor the measures from the R_adv and give the final verdict to adopt those that do not affect the original function semantics to the decompiler output. The R_ope is designed to uphold the correctness of the response from LLM. We split the optimization into several tasks and guide the LLM step by step through the three-role mechanism. According to our experiment results in Section V-E, which is conducted on the decompiler outputs of the current top-level decompiler (Ghidra), the three-role mechanism can boost the DeGPT perform 2.5 times more structural simplification optimization, 3.1 times more variable renaming optimization compared to the one-shot experiment. The appending comments optimization also covers more test cases in the datasets.

Further, we observe that the symbol value changes in each execution path can reflect the function semantics. Since changes in control flow and data flow will affect the symbol values in some execution paths, we leverage this to check whether the response from LLM changes the original function semantics, thus upholding the correctness of the LLM response. Based on the above observation, we propose Micro Snippet Semantic Calculation (MSSC for short), which is a program analysis method and placed as a component of R_ope, to assess the symbol value changes of a code snippet (for C2). Concretely, MSSC checks whether the modified code snippet follows the same symbolic value change on some non-local symbols compared to the pre-modified snippet. DeGPT leverages MSSC to filter out code changes that compromise the fidelity of the decompiler output. The experiments in Section V-B and Section V-E show that MSSC can successfully detect harmful code changes which account for 21.9% of all simplification-related responses from the LLM with 84% accuracy and 85% recall rate.

After testing DeGPT on the dataset containing the decompiler output from various software including practical command line tools, an IoT virus, a library for audio processing, and implementations of algorithms, the results show that from the aspect of structure simplification, DeGPT can achieve 24.4% reduction in the cognitive burden of understanding the decompiler outputs. DeGPT also adds comments of which 62.9% can provide practical semantics for the reverse engineers to help the understanding of binaries. From the aspect of variable renaming, 30.3% of the variables renamed by DeGPT are able to find correspondence with the variable names in the source code, while only 11.1% of DIRTY which is the current state-of-the-art variable renaming framework (see Section V-C). This shows as an end-to-end framework, DeGPT can highly facilitate the analysis of reverse engineers. Moreover, our user surveys also show that the optimizations

---

2We use “fidelity” to describe how close the decompiler output is to the actual semantics of the decompiled binary.
can significantly simplify the code and add helpful semantic information including variable names and comments, which aids in understanding the binary (see Section V-D).

Contributions. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- **New techniques.** We propose a novel LLM-based end-to-end decompiler output optimization framework that enhances the readability of decompiled high-level PL by reconstructing semantic information (e.g., variable names) and structural simplification. DeGPT addresses several critical challenges that prior work has not effectively overcome, including designing a three-role mechanism (referee, advisor, and operator) to maximize LLM’s potential and building MSSC to check the function semantic changes in optimizing decompiler output, which can effectively assist the reverse engineers in understanding the binary program better.

- **Implementation.** We implement our ideas as a framework called DeGPT. We evaluate DeGPT on datasets containing decompiler outputs from various software, including practical command line tools, an IoT virus, a library for audio processing, and implementations of algorithms. The results show that DeGPT can achieve 24.4% reduction in the cognitive burden of understanding the decompiler outputs, which highly facilitate the analysis of reverse engineers. DeGPT also has decent performance in reconstructing semantic information. Moreover, we conduct user surveys and participants have a positive attitude toward the DeGPT’s ability to aid in binary comprehension. We will open source DeGPT to the community to facilitate the following research.

II. BACKGROUND

 Decompilers play an essential role in reverse engineering by assisting the analysts in understanding the binary by boosting the executables to a high-level PL. However, some factors distinguish the decompiler output from the manually written code, hindering the analysts’ understanding and analysis of the target program. In this section, we will discuss these factors as the prelude to boosting the decompiler output to assist the reverse engineers better. We leverage Figure 1, which contains the source code and corresponding decompiler output, as an example for illustration. Compared to the source code, the decompiler output has the following drawbacks.

Redundant Structures. The decompiler output has redundant elements compared with the source code. For example, the local variables “iVar1” and “iVar2” in decompiler output are needless for achieving functionality. Moreover, the recursive part in decompiler output can also be simplified like in the source code. Unlike humans, who can simplify the code according to specific situations, the decompiler lifts the assembly to high-level PL based on the fixed, manually designed algorithms and rules, lacking the ability to simplify the code structures. The redundant structures increase the burden of understanding and decrease the analysis efficiency.

Meaningless Identifiers. An identifier provides semantic information describing the properties and functions of a variable, such as the identifier “number” in the source code. However, the variables in the decompiler output lack meaningful identifiers. Take the parameter “param_1” as an example. Although it can be used to indicate that the variable is a parameter by “param”, this is still a limited expression compared with the source code. Moreover, this phenomenon is more obvious in the more sophisticated code snippets. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the information about the identifier is lost during the compilation. Assigning valid identifiers to variables in the decompiler output is still challenging, even if the binary contains debugging information and the source code is available. This is because the decompiler output usually owns different structures compared with the source code, and its variables do not have a simple one-to-one mapping relationship.

Lacking Comments. Comments are explanations and descriptions of the source code that provide essential information describing the purpose and logic, which can also significantly enhance the readability and comprehensibility of the source code. Writing proper comments is an important principle for programmers. However, comments are discarded during the preprocessing step of compilation, making it impossible for the decompiler to recover the original comments. Moreover, some studies [36, 37, 66] try to automatically generate the comments for code that heavily depends on semantic information, such as the variable names. However, the identifiers in decompiler output are meaningless. Lacking comments makes the analysts have to understand the code’s inner logic by reading the code alone without hints.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we present the design of DeGPT, an LLM-based framework for boosting the decompiler output and assisting the reverse engineers in understanding the binary program better. First, we give an overview of its workflow, mainly discussing the three-role mechanism and a code example to show how the different components of DeGPT work together. Then, we describe the details of R_ref, R_adv, and R_ope.

A. Overview

Figure 2 shows the workflow of DeGPT, which works as an end-to-end optimization tool between the decompiler and reverse engineers. After reading the output from the decompiler,
DeGPT’s three roles start working, focusing on different tasks for optimizing the decompiler output. Finally, DeGPT outputs the optimized decompiler output, which is more readable and concise to the analyst. Moreover, the function semantics of the optimized output remains the same as the original decompiler output.

### Three-role Mechanism

The most straightforward way of using LLM for optimizing the decompiler output is to pass the decompiler output directly to LLM with a prompt like “Boost the following decompiler output to improve the readability” and collect the response, which is called one-shot use. However, this approach will suffer from the following problems. (i) Prompts containing multiple tasks lead to limited optimization effectiveness. Logically, the aforementioned prompt assigns two tasks to the LLM, including what optimization to do and how to do it. However, previous studies [63] show that splitting the tasks into small pieces and guiding the LLM step by step maximizes the ability of the LLM. Our experimental results in Section V-E also conform this argument. (ii) Various optimizations cannot help each other, which limits the optimization effect. The aforementioned one-shot use compresses various optimizations into one interaction with the LLM, eliminating the possibility of different optimizations helping each other. For example, if DeGPT handles optimizations one by one, like first appending the comments describing the purpose of the code in decompiler output and then performing variable renaming, the newly appended comments can provide additional information for variable renaming, which in turn improves the effectiveness of the decompiler output. (iii) All-in-one optimization hinders function semantic checking. One of the goals of DeGPT is to retain the function semantics of the original decompiler output to uphold the fidelity of the boosted output compared with the source code. DeGPT adopts MSSC to perform function semantic checking. However, the above one-shot use will harm the execution of function semantic checks. For example, if LLM performs both variable renaming and structure simplification on the decompiler output, the structure of the compiled code is vastly altered, thus making function semantic consistency checking much more difficult.

In order to improve the readability and comprehensibility of the original decompiler output while maintaining its functional semantics, we propose a three-role mechanism that splits the optimization task into fine-grained parts to gradually guide the LLM toward the refactoring of information such as meaningful variable names and comments. Specifically, the three-role mechanism contains three roles: R_ref, R_adv, and R_ope. DeGPT focuses on three optimizations including variable renaming, appending comments, and structure simplification to mitigate the drawbacks of decompiler output as discussed in Section II. The R_ref interacts with the LLM focusing on whether the three optimizations are necessary for the decompiler output to avoid unnecessary costs. The LLM’s response to the R_ref is a list of Yes and No, which indicates the necessity of the corresponding optimizations. The R_ref then sends the required optimizations, which we call the optimization scheme, to the R_adv. The R_adv queries the LLM for rectification measures, i.e., how to edit the decompiler output to achieve the optimization scheme from the R_ref. As discussed before, various optimizations can help each other. Thus, the R_adv will sort the received various optimizations in the scheme and prioritize the optimizations that can provide additional guidance for subsequent optimizations. The output of the R_adv is the latest version of the decompiler output, which adopts the rectification measures from LLM. The R_adv will send the latest version of the decompiler output to the R_ope, which is responsible for checking whether the function semantic of the new decompiler output remains the same as the original decompiler output. To achieve this, R_ope conducts MSSC on two versions of decompiler output. If the new decompiler output passes the function semantic checking, DeGPT accepts it as the latest decompiler output and continues the subsequent optimization.

### Example

Figure 3, a detailed example of DeGPT, illustrates how different components of DeGPT work together. Note that we use the decompiler output in Figure 1 as the input of DeGPT. First, R_ref sends the decompiler output to LLM for the optimization scheme, and it gets three Yes indicating all three optimizations are required, as shown in ①. Then, R_ref sends the optimization scheme and decompiler output to the next role R_adv. The R_adv first performs the sort, and optimizations that can provide additional guidance for subsequent optimizations are given relatively higher priority. After sorting, the structure simplification is in the first place. The principles of sorting are discussed in Section III-C. Next, the R_adv chooses the proper predefined prompt for the optimization and sends the prompt containing the decompiler output to LLM for the specific editing operations of the optimization. The R_adv then adopts the editing operations on the decompiler output and sends a more simplified new version of the decompiler output to the R_ope, as shown in the top area of ③. The R_ope runs MSSC on the new version of decompiler output coming from the R_adv for function semantics checking. If MSSC concludes that the R_adv’s rectification measures has not changed the function semantics, DeGPT accepts the new decompiler output as the latest one and continues the subsequent optimization, adding comments here. Figure 3-④ shows the final version of the optimized decompiler output after conducting all optimizations, which is more readable, concise, and more accessible to understand than the decompiler output in Figure 1.

#### B. Design of R_ref

While DeGPT focuses on three optimizations including variable renaming, comment appending, and structure simplification, not all decompiler outputs need all three optimizations. Directly applying three optimizations on all decompiler outputs will lead to unnecessary API token costs. For example, when
TABLE I: Prompts of Correspond Optimizaions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appending comments</td>
<td>Help me add code comments for the code snippet in the following C code. No explanation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable renaming</td>
<td>Help me rename the variables for the code snippet in the following C code. Output the old and new names in JSON format like {'old name': 'new name'}. No explanation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure simplification</td>
<td>Simplify the following C function by removing redundant variables and unnecessary code. No explanation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Design of R_adv

R_ref transfers the optimization scheme that LLM suggests to R_adv, which aims to figure out the specific methods to implement the suggested optimizations on code with the help of LLM. To achieve this, an intuitive approach is to send the optimization type to LLM after joining it with a prompt like “how to edit the code to achieve that”. However, according to our experience, the response from LLM in this way will become unpredictable because of the randomness of LLM. Thus, we prepare the prompt for each optimization to make the response from LLM is predictable and analyzable. Moreover, we observe that some optimizations can provide additional information for the other optimizations. Thus, a proper optimization sequence will boost performance instead of randomly conducting optimizations. We discuss these steps in detail in the following.

Choose Prompts. The first step of the R_adv is to choose the appropriate prompt based on the types of suggested optimizations. Since the LLM is a generative model, its output format is full of randomness. Besides describing the task, another critical role of the prompt is to limit the output of LLM to facilitate the following analysis. Considering this, we carefully design our prompts based on the types of optimizations, as shown in the column “Prompt” in Table I. We use bold fonts to highlight the sentences that control the formatting of the output. For variable renaming, we leverage an example {‘old name’: ‘new name’} to ask the LLM to output the response in JSON format, which is convenient for later code optimization. We also limit the additional explanation of LLM by appending the sentence “No explanation” to prompts. The experimental results show that these prompts can work well, and the response is easy to analyze.

Sort Optimizations. As discussed before, by splitting the whole optimization task into small pieces, various optimizations can help each other. DeGPT achieves this by adequately arranging the order of the optimizations and letting the previous optimization provide additional information for the succeeding optimizations. Generally speaking, the optimizations mentioned above can be divided into two classes. One is the structure-related optimizations, which will change the abstract syntax tree of the code, such as removing the redundant variables. The other is semantic-related optimizations, which will not change the abstract syntax tree but the semantic information that facilitates understanding the code, such as renaming variable names and appending comments. The structure-related optimizations can affect the semantic-related optimizations. For example, one may assign the name “counter” to the loop’s induction variable. However,
the structure-related optimizations depend on the PL’s syntax and the code’s logical structure. Based on this observation, structure-related optimizations occur before semantic-related optimizations. Moreover, we observe that the variable names can be treated as simplified comments. The comments can assist the LLM in choosing the appropriate words for variable renaming. Thus, it is reasonable to put the optimization of adding comments before variable renaming.

D. Design of R_ope

As a generative model, LLM generates the response based on understanding the provided prompt and past learning experience. While it currently shows impressive performance, there are some arguments that it does not ensure the correctness of the response [23, 42]. DeGPT is designed to improve the readability and understandability of the decompiler output without changing the semantics of the original function. Thus, while R_ref indicates the optimization scheme and R_adv gives the specific rectification measures to achieve the optimizations, R_ope is responsible for checking the correctness of the optimized decompiler output. We define the “correctness” of optimized decompiler output as it keeps the same function semantics as the original decompiler output. In other words, we define the original decompiler output as $F$, and the optimized decompiler output as $F'$, and they satisfy the following equations:

$$\begin{align*}
F(i) &= F'(i) \\
\text{SideEffect}(F(i)) &= \text{SideEffect}(F'(i))
\end{align*}$$

while $i \in \text{Input}(F)$, i.e., $i$ belongs to the input set of $F$, and SideEffect represents the side effect of the function invocation [24]. It is not easy to verify the correctness of the optimized decompiler output. The straightforward and effective way to conform to the Equations 1 is to dynamically execute the decompiler output with as many inputs as possible. However, there is some distance away from being able to run the decompiler outputs directly [21, 61, 65]. Verifying the correctness of the optimized decompiler output by static analysis is more feasible but also suffers from some challenges. Firstly, it is difficult to simulate the code semantics without running it. We cannot obtain the return values and side effects needed for correctness checking. Secondly, tracing the side effect hidden in the call chain requires heavy overhead. As the call chain grows, the execution path increases exponentially. However, call chains appear frequently, leading to a rapid increase in overhead.

MSSC. To cope with the aforementioned challenges, we propose Micro Snippet Semantic Calculation (MSSC), which aims to check whether the optimized decompiler output keeps the same function semantics as the original decompiler output. MSSC reads in a pair of code snippets containing the optimized decompiler output and original decompiler output and outputs a boolean value indicating whether the function semantics change after optimizations. While deciding the function semantic changes is not easy, checking Behavioral Equivalence [54] is one common method in practice and Equation 1 describes the behavioral equivalence in programming languages. The rationale behind MSSC is to simulate the execution of the function and check the changes of return values and side effects of the code before and after optimization to finally check the behavioral equivalence. In detail, MSSC simulates the function execution by assigning symbols like variables and callees (arguments of the callees are also considered) with unique random numbers and updating the symbols’ values along the statements in execution paths. So we can get comparable values of symbols like the returned variable for later comparison, which addresses the aforementioned first challenge. Moreover, MSSC represents the invocations with unique random numbers during the simulation instead of tracing the long call chains, which addresses the aforementioned second challenge. The main insufficiency of this method is that in theory, different random numbers that experience different statements may lead to the same final values, making a symbol that has changed be mistaken for unchanged. But that is with small probability, and we don’t meet this case during the evaluation of MSSC. Other common issues of static program analysis such as point-to issue may also harm the performance of MSSC, as discussed in Section V-E. We evaluate MSSC in Section V-E and it achieves an accuracy of 84% and a recall of 85%, showing it can effectively help filter out unreasonable optimization. MSSC consists of two phases: the calculation and comparison phases. The former calculates each code fragment to collect the necessary information, while the latter compares the computation results of two code fragments to check for function semantic changes.

Algorithm 1: Calculation Stage

```
Input: Code: Code snippet;
Output: SymTables: A set storing the symbol value tables of different paths;
        CallLogs: A set storing the invocations with the argument values of different paths;
1 SymTables ← ∅;
2 CallLogs ← ∅;
3 Paths = getExecutionPath(Code);
4 SymTable = NewTable();
5 Symsm = CollectSymbols(Code);
6 foreach S of Symsm do
7     SetRandomValue(SymTable, S);
8 for Path in Paths do
9     ST = CopyTable(SymTable);
10    CL = NewCallLog();
11 for Statement in Path do
12     UpdateSymTable(ST, Statement);
13     if hasInvocation(Statement) then
14         LogInvocation(CL, Statement);
15     end
16 Add(SymTables, ST);
17 Add(CallLogs, CL);
```

Calculation Phase. Algorithm 1 shows the workflow of the Calculation Phase, whose primary purpose is to collect the value changes during the execution and to provide information for the following comparison phase. The calculation’s result consists of a set that stores the symbolic values after the ex-
execution (SymTables) and another set that stores the invocations with their argument values during the execution (CallLogs). Specifically, MSSC first generates the execution paths (line 3) and collects the symbols of the target code (line 5). These symbols include all variables and memory locations accessed by pointers. MSSC then assigns unique random numbers to these symbols (line 6). Note that the assigned random numbers of the symbols will be shared between the original decompiler output and the optimized decompiler output to enable the comparison between the two outputs in the next phase. Next, MSSC iterates over the statements for each path while updating the symbol values (line 11). If the statement contains the invocation, MSSC records it with the argument values in CL for the comparison in the second phase (lines 12-14). Moreover, every invocation in CL will also be assigned a unique random number in case it participates in the computation of the value of a statement such as assigning a variable with the return value of an invocation. After iterating all paths, MSSC outputs the collected information (SymTables and CallLogs) to the next phase.

**Comparison Phase.** The Comparison Phase aims to check whether the optimized decompiler output keeps the same function semantics as the original decompiler output by simulating the function semantics based on the information from the Calculation Phase. The Comparison Phase contains the following two steps. Step 1: **Invocation checking.** Since DeGPT does not provide the source code of the callee to the LLM while optimizing the caller, the LLM has no basis for checking invocations. Thus, if the result CallLogs of optimized decompiler output differs from the original decompiler output, DeGPT concludes that the function semantics change. By invocation checking, DeGPT checks the correctness of the side effects hidden in the call chain. Besides, by invocation checking, DeGPT converts inter-procedural analysis to intra-procedural analysis and saves the cost of tracing too many execution paths. Step 2: **Variable checking.** Check whether the values of return variables and non-local variables remain the same in each execution path of the optimized decompiler output compared to the original decompiler output. Suppose the optimized decompiler output successfully passes the invocation and variable checks. In that case, the R_ope will accept the change, thus achieving that the readability and comprehensibility of the original decompiler output are greatly improved while the function semantics remain unchanged.

While the LLM may provide the wrong response, MSSC helps R_ope guard the function semantics after optimizations keep unchanged compared with the original decompiler output, avoiding confusing the reverse engineers in practical usage. We also evaluate the efficacy of MSSC in Section V-B and Section V-E. The results show that MSSC can effectively detect function semantics changes with an accuracy of 84% and a recall rate of 85%.

**IV. IMPLEMENTATION**

**Large Language Model.** As an explosive technology, many large language models have been published recently [1, 4, 12, 15]. We choose ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo with the temperature 0.2) as the LLM support of DeGPT for the following reasons. Firstly, it is a leading model and performs well according to various rankings and studies [49, 55, 57]. Secondly, OpenAI provides easy-to-use and reliable interfaces to invoke ChatGPT, which highly facilitates our research. Note that even if we adopt ChatGPT to support DeGPT, the techniques involved in DeGPT are not limited to ChatGPT but are also available for other LLMs. For example, we explore the effectiveness of DeGPT supported by GPT-4 in Section VI. The components of DeGPT designed for interaction with the LLM consist of 900 lines of Python code.

**Program Analysis.** The typical way [35, 46, 47] to implement program analysis is based on the framework, like LLVM infrastructure [16], CodeQL [6]. However, they require the analyzed code to be compilable, which is unrealistic for the decompiler output. Fortunately, the decompiler output conforms to the syntax of C language, allowing us to analyze it by code parser generated by parser generator like tree-sitter [19]. Considering the aforementioned reasons, we adopt cinspector [5], a tree-sitter-based code analysis framework, to analyze the decompiler output. And our practical experience shows that it can satisfy our analysis requirements. The components of DeGPT designed for program analysis consist of 3,100 lines of Python code. Another possible issue is the path explosion while collecting the execution path of the code waiting for optimization. We avoid the path explosion caused by loops by transforming them into branch statements, as employed in AURC [35]. Path explosion caused by branch statements primarily occurs in inter-procedural analysis, caused by long call chains. MSSC conducts intra-procedural analysis. Based on our analysis, the average execution path of functions in the dataset is 6.2, with the maximum path being 106, which is still within acceptable limits. As a precaution, we also set a time limit to interrupt analyses with path explosion issues. Addressing the issue of path explosion is not the focal point of our research.

**V. EVALUATION**

**A. Experiment Setting**

**Platform.** All our experiments are conducted on the server running Ubuntu 20.04 with 8 processors (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz), 128GB memory, 3TB hard drive, and 2 GPUs (RTX 3090). The compiler used for evaluation is gcc 9.4.0 and the decompiler is Ghidra 10.2.3.

**Dataset.** Previous studies [25, 29, 44] spend much effort building tremendous datasets to contain various source codes as much as possible. This is because the effectiveness of their model highly depends on the fed training set. One of the strengths of DeGPT is that it relies solely on LLM (like ChatGPT) and does not require training to get decent performance. We only need a relatively small test set to evaluate the performance of DeGPT without requiring a massive training set. We construct our dataset by collecting random functions from various codebases to ensure our experiments are conducted on representative samples. In detail, we collect the code from LeetCode [14], Coreutils [7], Mirai [17], and AudioFlux [2]. We choose these codebases because they are popular and representative of various fields including implementations of algorithms, practical command line tools, IoT viruses, and audio processing. Considering the training set of ChatGPT predates September 2021, we use AudioFlux [2], a library starting from 2023 and getting over 1,900 stars on GitHub,
to test the efficacy of DeGPT on the codebases that ChatGPT has never seen before. Next, we compile the source code with the compiler optimization level “O2” for the collected samples and decompile them with Ghidra [11] to obtain the decompiler output for subsequent optimization tests. We also decompile the stripped version of the aforementioned samples to test the efficacy of DeGPT on stripped binaries. Further, we filter out the functions the decompiler cannot handle and randomly select 620 sets of source code and decompiler outputs of functions from non-stripped and stripped binaries to construct our final dataset. In detail, the dataset contains 170, 40, 310, and 100 sets of source code and decompiler outputs of functions from non-stripped and stripped binaries from LeetCode, Mirai, Coreutils, and AudioFlux, respectively.

Metrics. Unlike previous studies [25, 29, 44], that focus on specific types of optimizations, DeGPT involves several optimizations, including structure simplification, appending comments, and variable renaming. Moreover, some optimizations are adopted for the first time on the output of the decompiler. Therefore, we adopt a variety of metrics to ensure a comprehensive evaluation of the optimization effectiveness. We discuss these metrics below.

- **Meaningful Variable Ratio (MVR):** We also design a metric to evaluate the effectiveness of DeGPT in variable renaming. While evaluating variable renaming is an open problem, the high-level idea is to compare the optimized variable name with the variable name in the source code. Inspired by the previous studies [44], we treat an optimized variable name meaningful if the Levenshtein distance between it and one of the variables in the source code is less than the threshold. Moreover, as discussed in the previous studies, abbreviations and synonyms are common in naming variables. To cope with this, we manually construct a list of synonyms to refine the reliability of the evaluation. If the optimized name and one of the variable names in the source code belong to the same group in the synonym list, this optimized variable name will also be treated as meaningful. Specifically, we define

\[
MVR = \frac{\text{Meaningful Variable(optimized output)}}{\text{Variable Number(optimized output)}}
\]

where **Meaningful Variable** represents the number of meaningful variables and **Variable Number** represents the number of all variables. The higher MVR is, the better DeGPT behaves in variable renaming.

- **Effort Ratio (ER):** We leverage Effort Ratio (ER for short) to evaluate the effectiveness of structure simplification. It is the ratio of the **Effort** metric from Hastead’s Complexity Measures [30] before and after optimization. We adopt Hastead’s Complexity Measures because recent research has shown that it has the highest correlation with the cognitive burden of understanding programs among the four categories of program evaluation metrics under test [52]. Moreover, **Effort** is a comprehensive metric in Hastead’s Complexity Measures that reflects the effort required to implement or understand a program [10]. Specifically, we define

\[
ER = \frac{\text{Effort(optimized output)}}{\text{Effort(output)}}
\]

where **Effort** represents the effort metric in Hastead’s Complexity Measures. The lower ER is, the better DeGPT behaves in structure simplification.

- **Correct Rate of Comments (CR):** We design Correct Rate of Comments (CR for short) to measure the ability of DeGPT in appending comments, which is shown as follows.

\[
CR = \frac{\text{Correct Comments(optimized output)}}{\text{All Comments(optimized output)}}
\]

Specially, **Correct Comments** represents the number of correct comments and **All Comments** represents the number of all comments. It’s not easy to decide the correctness of the comments automatically. Therefore, we manually calculate CR to ensure its trustworthiness during the evaluation. The higher CR is, the better DeGPT behaves in appending comments.

- **Non-trivial Rate of Comments (NR):** Considering only the correctness of comments is not enough, we also need to consider whether the comments added by DeGPT can help understand the program. We define a comment as **trivial** if it merely states the behavior of the program statement. Otherwise, it’s **non-trivial**. For example, the comment “set a to 1” for \(a=1\) is trivial. Specifically, we define

\[
NR = \frac{\text{Non-trivial Comments(optimized output)}}{\text{Correct Comments(optimized output)}}
\]

where **Non-trivial Comments** represents the number of non-trivial comments and **Correct Comments** represents the number of correct comments, to evaluate the quality of the comments appended by DeGPT. Like CR, we also manually calculate NR to ensure its trustworthiness during the evaluation. The higher NR is, the better the quality of the appended comments is.

B. Effectiveness

Here we evaluate the effectiveness of DeGPT from multiple aspects. We first test DeGPT focusing on four metrics including MVR, ER, CR, and NR. They can reflect the efficacy of DeGPT from both the structure and semantic information aspects. Further, we analyze the different optimization types involved and the reasons for the failure of some cases.

Overall Effectiveness. We evaluate the performance of DeGPT on our dataset containing decompiler output of non-stripped and stripped binaries from LeetCode, Mirai, Coreutils, and AudioFlux. The results are shown in Table II. The symbol \(⊙\) represents non-stripped binaries while \(\ast\) represents stripped binaries. We first analyze the results of non-stripped and stripped binaries (i.e., the data under the column “O”). The column “MVR” in Table II shows the ability of DeGPT to rename variables. The MVRs of different codebases vary from 27.0% to 37.0%, with an average MVR of 30.3%. This means 30.3% of the variable names generated by DeGPT can correspond to the variable names in the source code. However, this does not mean the other variable names are meaningless since the decompiler output and source code do not have the same structures. Other variable names may be meaningful under the context
of decompiler output. Considering this, we also conduct user surveys, which involve the effectiveness of variable renaming, to evaluate the performance of DeGPT from another aspect, as discussed in Section V-D. The column “ER” in Table II shows the ability of DeGPT to simplify the decompiler output. The ERs of LeetCode, Mirai, Coreutils, and AudioFlux are 75.5%, 77.5%, 72.0%, and 77.6%, respectively and the average ER is 75.6%, which means 24.4% reduction in the cognitive burden of understanding the decompiler outputs. The column “CR” and “NR” presents the ability of DeGPT to append the comments. We measure these two indicators manually to get a high-quality evaluation of comments. In detail, we analyze all testcases of Mirai manually. For the other three codebases with hundreds of testcases, we randomly sample 50 outputs for both non-stripped and stripped binaries for each codebase and manually analyze these samples. The results show that for all codebases, CRs are very high, close to 100%. This means that DeGPT hardly produces incorrect comments. The NRs of four codebases vary from 53.0% to 71.6% with an average NR of 62.9%, which means that 62.9% of the generated comments can provide practical semantics for the reverse engineers to help the understanding of binaries.

TABLE II: Effectiveness of DeGPT. The symbol ① represents the non-stripped binaries while ② represents the stripped binaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebase</th>
<th>MVR (%)</th>
<th>ER (%)</th>
<th>CR (%)</th>
<th>NR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LeetCode</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreutils</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioFlux</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two things deserving discussion. The first is the influence of stripped symbols of binaries. For four metrics, MVRs of stripped binaries suffer from a decrease compared with non-stripped binaries. This is because of the lack of the semantics provided by the stripped symbols while optimizing the decompiler outputs of stripped binaries. However, DeGPT still performs better on stripped binaries than DIRTY does on non-stripped binaries, which has an MVR of 11.1% on average. ER is not influenced by the stripped symbols. This is because the stripped symbols can hardly affect the structure of the decompiler output. The CRs of stripped binaries also remain similar to the non-stripped binaries, which shows that the LLM has a strong ability to append correct comments. The NRs of stripped binaries also suffer from decreases compared with non-stripped binaries, indicating that stripped symbols contribute to the meanings of comments. Note that the MVR of AudioFlux has nearly no reduction since part of its samples come from the shared library containing public symbols that won’t be dropped during the stripping. Secondly, we observe there is no significant performance reduction for the codebase that is not in the training set of LLM. As discussed before, the training set of ChatGPT predates September 2021. However, even in the codebase AudioFlux, which starts from 2023, DeGPT has a decent performance. This shows the LLM has good generalization facing unseen codebases.

Analysis of Different Optimizations. We also evaluate the effectiveness of DeGPT from various optimizations. We analyze the distribution of optimization suggestions from R_ref on each dataset and propose a new metric to evaluate the variable renaming. The results are shown in Table III. The column “R_ref” represents that R_ref gives how many cases in this dataset the optimization suggestions belonging to the type in the column header. The column “Succ” represents how many cases pass the checking of R_ope and accept the specific optimization suggestions from R_adv. Note that the datasets LeetCode, Mirai, Coreutils, and AudioFlux have 170, 40, 310, and 100 test cases, respectively.

TABLE III: Distribution of Different Optimizations. Rref - the optimization scheme from R_ref contains this optimization, Succ - this optimization is finally accepted by decompiler output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebase</th>
<th>Simplify</th>
<th>Add Comment</th>
<th>Rename</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LeetCode</td>
<td>R_ref</td>
<td>Succ</td>
<td>R_ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreutils</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioFlux</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The column “Simplify” shows that the R_ref gives optimization recommendations for structural simplification for 606 functions in four datasets containing 620 functions. However, only 473 (78.1%) of them finally accept the specific simplification suggestions from R_adv. In the other 133 (21.9%) cases, the simplification suggestions from LLM fail to pass the MSSC checking from R_ope since they change the original function semantics. This suggests that the LLM, as a generative model, may make mistakes while performing fine-grained tasks like code optimization. Our proposed method MSSC can effectively detect these mistakes and prevent them from mixing into the final optimization results, causing problems for the reverse engineers. We will further evaluate the performance of MSSC in Section V-E. The column “Add Comment” describes the status of the optimization adding comments. This optimization adds additional semantic information describing the decompiler output instead of changing the code structures, thus owning a higher acceptance rate. In detail, R_ref gives the optimization suggestion of adding comments for 557 functions in three datasets, of which 555 (99.6%) eventually accept the changes. The failures are mainly due to the unexpected response from LLM. The failed cases are because the LLM response accidentally changes the function structure instead of just appending comments. The column “Rename” describes the status of the optimization variable renaming, R_ref suggests renaming variables on 453 (73.0%) functions out of all 620 functions in the four datasets, implying the urgency of renaming the variables in decompiler output with more meaningful names. Moreover, 446 (98.5%) of these 453 functions accept the new variable names from R_adv. The failed 7 cases are because the response from the LLM does not conform to the JSON format, which we ask the LLM to follow in the prompt.

To fully evaluate the ability of DeGPT to rename variables and to facilitate comparison with the one-shot experiment in Section V-E, we introduce the metric Optimized Name Ratio (ONR for short) to evaluate how many variables names are newly allocated among all variable names in the optimized
decompiler output. In detail, we define

\[
\text{ONR} = \frac{\text{New Name Number}(\text{optimized output})}{\text{Name Number}(\text{optimized output})}
\]

where \text{New Name Number} represents the number of the newly allocated variable names and \text{Name Number} represents the number of all variable names. The higher the ONR is, the more variables that the optimization renames. The results of ONR are shown in the column “ONR” in Table III. The ONRs of different codebases vary from 90.2% to 96.8%, and the overall ONR is 92.4%. This means that DeGPT can rename, on average, 92.4% of the variables in the decompiler output. The high ONR credits the three-role mechanism, which divides the optimization tasks into more concrete and specific pieces. The one-shot experiment in Section V-E shows that the overall ONR drops to 57.0% without the three-role mechanism.

C. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

To compare the performance of DeGPT with the previous approaches, we select the state-of-the-art tool DIRTY [25]. DIRTY is a transformer-based optimization framework that can rename variables in the decompiler output for better readability, which is trained on a large dataset DIRT [8], constructed by aligning variables in the source code and decompiler output. The authors provide various models for testing. We choose the model “DIRTY-Multitask”, which is trained longest (120 hours) for our evaluation. The experiment steps follow the guidelines provided by the authors [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebase</th>
<th>DeGPT</th>
<th>DIRTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVR</td>
<td>ONR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeetCode</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreutils</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioFlux</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we mainly focus on two related metrics, MVR and ONR, to compare the performance of DIRTY with DeGPT regarding variable renaming. The results of DIRTY are shown in the column “DIRTY” of Table IV. From the aspect of ONR, DIRTY’s value varies from 75.7% to 78.2%. The average ONR of DIRTY is 76.7% while the total ONR of DeGPT is 93.6%. Regarding MVR, the values of DIRTY are between 62.0% and 16.5%, with an average MVR is 11.1%, which is lower than DeGPT’s 30.3%. The results show that DeGPT can allocate more meaningful names to more variables than DIRTY. Through in-depth analysis, we found two main reasons for the restricted efficacy of DIRTY. (i) Limited training dataset leads to its limited prediction capability. Although DIRTY is trained on a relatively large dataset, it is still not large enough to cope with the multitudinous code snippets. It is difficult for DIRTY to handle cases where code contexts never appear in the training set. For example, regarding MVR, DIRTY performs best on the dataset Coreutils. This is because the training set contains the corresponding source code and decompiler output. (ii) The alignment makes DIRTY optimize only partial variable names, and the ignored variable names can hinder the comprehensibility of the decompiler output.

As discussed before, the training set DIRT is constructed based on the variable alignment between the source code and decompiler output. DIRTY labels the aligned variables in decompiler output while predicting the variable names. The variables that are not labeled are not optimized but remain with the original meaningless names, affecting the optimization of the decompiler output. From decompilation, the variables between source code and decompiler output are not one-to-one mapping leading to this drawback. DIRTY fails to construct the context information in the training set for the variables that only appear in the decompiler output and do not have a corresponding variable in the source code. The weaknesses of DIRTY make the advantages of DeGPT even more prominent. DeGPT is driven by the LLM, which is famous for the vast and rich datasets it is based on and the large-scale model parameters to cope with various situations. Thus, DeGPT can better cope with complex and variable decompiler output, and the readability improvement against decompiler output is more pronounced than DIRTY, which is heavily dependent on the size of the training set.

D. User Study

DeGPT pays attention to the practical effects of assisting the reverse engineers in understanding the target binaries. To evaluate the extent to which DeGPT helps reverse analysts, we design two user studies including a question-based study and a task-based study based on the results of non-stripped binaries. The IRB of our affiliation has approved our studies.

Question-based Study. We involve 12 participants and divide the participants into three groups, professional, intermediate, and introductory, to explore the practical value of DeGPT for the reverse engineers of different levels. The professional group consists of 4 experienced engineers involved in reverse engineering for more than 4 years. The intermediate group has 4 reverse engineers with an average of 2 years of experience. The introductory group comprises 4 programmers who understand the basic concepts and skills of reverse engineering. Furthermore, we randomly choose 10 pairs <original decompiler output, optimized decompiler output> for each participant. After presenting the pair and providing the reading time, we query the participants focusing on the following questions (Q1-Q5). We also provide a tip “Please rate on a scale of 0 to 10. (10 – strong agreement, 5 – neutral, 0 – strong disagreement.)” to guide the scoring of each question. In total, we collect 120 scores for each question in Q1-Q5.

- **Q1**: Do you think the optimized decompiler output is more concise (e.g., fewer redundant variables) and idiomatic compared with the original decompiler output?
- **Q2**: Do you think the optimized decompiler output owns more meaningful and helpful variable names compared with the original decompiler output?
- **Q3**: Do you think the optimized decompiler output owns more meaningful and helpful comments compared with the original decompiler output?
- **Q4**: Do you think the optimized decompiler output retains the function semantics (or behaviors) compared with the original decompiler output?
• Q5: Generally, do you think the optimized decompiler output is more helpful in understanding the target binary compared with the original decompiler output?

We average Q1 to Q5 by each of the three groups, and the final results of the user study are shown in Figure 4. Firstly, considering Q1 to Q5 in all three groups, the scores vary from 7.0 to 9.5. Since score 5 represents a neutral attitude, the score scale reflects that participants show positive attitudes to the optimized decompiler output concerning the five questions related to code structures, variable names, comments, and the effectiveness of assisting the reverse engineers. Secondly, we observe that the professional group scored lower than participants in the other groups from Q1 to Q5, which reflects the limitations of the knowledge of the LLM. The LLM behaves like a domain expert by training on large amounts of data, leading to more positive attitudes among participants in the introductory and intermediate groups. However, the professional group members’ attitude towards the results given by the LLM is because they have more experience than the LLM, so the additional information provided to them by LLM is limited. Note that the professional group has a positive attitude towards the results of DeGPT compared to the results of the direct decompiler output since even the lowest score reaches 7. Thirdly, we observe that Q1 possessed lower scores than the other questions in all three groups. After interviewing the participants, we learn this is mainly because some optimized code has too many detailed comments, more than the programmers would write. This adds to the burden of reading the code and makes the participants feel that the optimized code is not idiomatic enough compared with the hand-written code. The problem can be mitigated by, for example, removing comments attached to simple statements.

Task-based Study. We involve 22 participants for a task-based user study to evaluate the practical efficacy of DeGPT in helping reverse analysts comprehend the decompiler outputs. In particular, each participant receives 5 code snippets from the direct output of decompiler (group-1) and 5 code snippets from DeGPT (group-2). For each participant, group-1 and group-2 are non-overlapping and of similar scale\(^7\). Moreover, for each decompiler output that appears in group-1, the DeGPT-optimized version of it will appear in group-2 of another participant to reduce the overall difficulty difference between the two groups. The participants are tasked with answering the question, “What’s the purpose of this code snippet?”.

We manually analyze the time consumption and accuracy of participants analyzing code snippets. The results show that, on average, the answers of group-1 achieve an accuracy rate of 39% consuming 1584 seconds while group-2 achieve 88% consuming 840 seconds. The results show that DeGPT improves accuracy by 126% and saves 47% of time. With the help of DeGPT, the understanding of code is faster and more accurate.

E. Evaluation of Individual Components

To maximize the potential capabilities of the LLM, we design a three-role mechanism that splits the optimization tasks into different small pieces and guides the LLM to finish the work step by step. We also design the role R_ref in the three-role mechanism to save API tokens. Moreover, as a generative model, we observed that the LLM might make mistakes on the assigned tasks and fail to “tell the truth”. Thus we design MSSC to check the function semantic changes and uphold the fidelity of the optimized decompiler output. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of these three components focusing on whether the three-role mechanism leads to better performance in optimizing the decompiler output, whether the role R_ref helps save tokens, and whether MSSC successfully detects the mistakes made by LLM with decent accuracy and recall.

Table V: Results of One-shot Experiment. The symbol ① represents DeGPT with the three-role mechanism and the symbol ② represents the one-shot experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebase</th>
<th>Simplify</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Rename</th>
<th>ONR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>①</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeetCode</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreutils</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioFlux</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table V illustrate that the three-role mechanism leads to better optimization performance than the one-shot optimization. Firstly, the three-role mechanism leads to higher optimization frequency. Of all three optimization types, DeGPT performs optimization on more functions in the datasets than the one-shot experiment. For example, while the
comments are essential to describe the code snippets, only 160 of 620 functions in datasets enjoy this optimization in the one-shot experiment. However, by deciding the optimization directions by the R_ref first, DeGPT applies this optimization to 557 functions in datasets. Secondly, the three-role mechanism leads to higher optimization quality. For example, 144 functions enjoy the variable renaming optimization in the one-shot experiment. However, the ONR, which measures how many variable names are optimized among all variable names, of the one-shot experiment is only 57.0% while DeGPT can reach 92.4%. This shows that DeGPT can achieve complete variable renaming through the R_ref and R_adv. Thirdly, the three-role mechanism refines the correctness of optimization. As we discussed in Table III about the optimizations of DeGPT, among all 606 functions requiring structure simplification, only 473 of them finally accept the specific changes suggested by R_adv, and 21.9% of the suggestions from R_adv destroy the original function semantics. Although 244 functions received the simplified optimization in a one-time experiment, reverse engineers have to determine whether their modifications are correct due to the lack of R_ope for function semantic checking. This would give misleading results to the final optimization and hinder the reverse engineer from analyzing the target binary. Overall, compared to a single experiment, DeGPT with a three-role mechanism can perform 2.5 times more structural simplification optimizations, 3.1 times more renaming optimizations, and up to 3.5 times more additional commits optimizations, effectively improving the readability of the decompiled output.

Role R_ref. We design the R_ref to avoid unnecessary optimizations wasting the API tokens. Lower usage of API tokens means lower costs. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the R_ref in saving tokens. Specifically, we randomly selected 100 functions from the non-stripped binaries in the datasets for the experiment. First, we optimize these functions without including the R_ref, which means applying three optimizations directly (expr-1). Then, we optimize the same set of functions with the inclusion of the R_ref (expr-2). Finally, we compare the performance metrics and token consumption between these two experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>MVR</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>Token</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>expr-1</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>80.5%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
<td>253,998 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expr-2</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>198,387 (78.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result in Table VI shows that after removing some unnecessary optimizations through the R_ref in expr-2, there is no significant decrease in performance metrics compared to optimizing all functions with three optimizations in expr-1. This shows that not all functions require three optimizations. Furthermore, according to statistics, with the help of the R_ref, the token consumption can be reduced by up to 21.9%. This demonstrates the role of the R_ref in cost savings.

MSSC. As mentioned above, MSSC is a function semantic checking method that aims to mitigate the semantic changes caused by LLM responses. We evaluate its performance by the following two main metrics. The first is accuracy, reflecting how many cases MSSC can review correctly. It is calculated by dividing the number of cases correctly analyzed using MSSC by the total number of cases. The second is the recall rate, which reflects how many problematic cases MSSC can report among all problematic cases of LLM. It is calculated by dividing the number of cases correctly reported as problematic using MSSC by the total number of problematic cases. Note that we use the problematic cases to represent the case that R_adv gives the wrong suggestions, i.e., suggestions that change the original function semantics. We randomly select 80 cases, including 53 cases that MSSC reports as non-problematic and 27 cases that MSSC reports as problematic in the datasets. After manually analyzing, we find that MSSC correctly checks 67 cases, while the other 13 cases are wrongly analyzed. The overall accuracy is 84%. Out of the 13 cases, 10 cases are wrongly reported as problematic, and the other 3 problematic cases are improperly classified as non-problematic. The overall recall rate is 85%. We also analyze the reasons leading to the wrong results. Among 13 cases that MSSC wrongly analyzes, 3 cases are because the LLM changes the variable names and types during the simplification, which is unexpected and disturbs the symbol comparison. 1 case is because the LLM changes the hexadecimal numbers to corresponding characters, affecting the assignment to variables (see Appendix). Moreover, 9 cases are left due to the implementation drawback, including the analysis engine generated by the tree-sitter giving wrong parsing results, flaws in the processing of nested ternary R_ope, and the influence of the points-to problem. The above problem can be alleviated by optimizing the implementation of DeGPT.

VI. DISCUSSION

In Section V, we conduct thorough experiments to evaluate the efficacy of DeGPT in different aspects. In this section, we continue discussing another five topics about DeGPT. To facilitate the discussion, we randomly select 50 functions for each experiment from the non-stripped datasets for evaluation in Section V and name them with D. Our experiments during the discussion are based on the dataset D.

Influence of Compiler Optimization. In Section V-A, we construct the datasets setting the compiler optimization level with “O2”. In this section, we compile the dataset D with various compiler optimization levels to explore how compiler optimizations can affect the effectiveness of DeGPT. In detail, we compile the dataset D with the compiler optimization levels from “O0” to “O3”. After decompilation, we get the decompiler outputs in different compiler optimization levels and test them with DeGPT after filtering out the error outputs caused by the decompiler. The results are shown in Table VII. We observe that the different metrics have advantages and disadvantages as the compiler optimization level changes. The compiler optimizations did not lead to significant differences in the results, which reflects the stability of DeGPT facing compiler optimizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COL</th>
<th>MVR</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O0</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exploration on GPT-4. GPT-4, as an advanced LLM, performs better than ChatGPT on many tasks [12]. Note that DeGPT is not limited to a specific LLM. Instead, it is designed to accommodate a variety of LLMs. The study of the kind of LLM that can better drive DeGPT is not the focus of our work. However, we conduct a small-scale experiment to explore the differences between ChatGPT and GPT-4 on our optimization tasks. We leverage ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) and GPT-4 (gpt-4) for optimization on the dataset D, respectively, and evaluate the results with the metrics introduced in Section V-A. The results are shown in Table VIII. Depending on the measure being compared, the GPT-4-based and ChatGPT-based DeGPT each perform better and worse. Overall, there is no overwhelming advantage between the two versions of DeGPT under our optimization tasks.

TABLE VIII: GPT-4 (gpt-4) vs ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MVR</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>84.7%</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying to Other Decompilers. As a prototype, DeGPT is implemented based on Ghidra. However, DeGPT can seamlessly switch to other decompilers. This is because DeGPT optimizes the decompiled pseudo C code of the decompiler, and the decompiled pseudo code of most mainstream decompilers today including Ghidra, Hex-rays [13], Binary Ninja [3] conforms to the syntax of the C programming language. Therefore, when optimizing the decompiler output based on other decompilers, DeGPT does not require additional modifications. Moreover, to validate the effectiveness of DeGPT on different compilers, we utilized three decompilers, namely Ghidra, Hex-rays, and Binary Ninja, to decompile the binary generated from dataset D with compiler optimization level “O2”. We then optimize the decompiler output using DeGPT and evaluate the results using performance metrics, as shown in Table IX. The results show that even the decompilers vary, DeGPT is effective with no significant performance decrease. DeGPT can apply to various decompilers.

TABLE IX: Apply DeGPT to various decompilers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decomiler</th>
<th>MVR</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghidra</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex-rays</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Ninja</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact of Removing Variables Involved in Invocations.

One possible worry is that the removal of variables involved in invocations may harm the original function semantics of decompiler outputs. We analyze the optimization results of the evaluation in Section V-B and find that only 14.3% of removed redundant variables participate in the function calls. These variables play a limited role in the overall structure simplification optimization performance. We further analyze these cases in detail and conclude that the LLM tends to remove the invocation-related variables similarly, i.e., replace the redundant variables in invocations with their last assigned values, which is a conservative way and can hardly destroy the original function semantics. Figure 5 in the Appendix presents two examples of the removal. The removal of local_2c, sVar1, and sVar2 does not harm the original function semantics of decompiler outputs. Considering the decompiler outputs are human-oriented, we also communicate with experienced reverse engineers and they also agree that the removal doesn’t affect the original function semantics. Just in case, DeGPT also provides an option that allows the user to disable optimization of variables involved in function calls.

Future Work. Embedding the calling context [41, 58] of the functions effectively provides additional information. We believe that providing the calling context of the functions in the proper way can optimize the performance in variable renaming and appending comments since the semantic information can have an inter-procedural propagation. Optimizing the performance of MSSC is worth exploring. The complexity of functions may lead to an exponential increase in the number of execution paths, and then affect the analysis efficiency of MSSC. A promising mitigation approach is to partition the program by slicing [64] and perform step-by-step optimization. Besides, only the modified part is analyzed during program analysis.

VII. RELATED WORK

Focusing on recovering the semantic information to optimize binary comprehension, previous studies propose several optimization methods. Some studies try to recover information, including function names, variable types, and data structures from the stripped binary. For example, Nero [27] leverages the encoder-decoder paradigm to predict the function names of the stripped binaries and tests multiple types of encoders, including LSTM-based encoder [34], transformer-based encoder [59], and GNN-based encoder. The results boost the authors to choose the GNN-based encoder and LSTM-based decoder. However, Nero is tested on a small scale, and the dataset’s size can affect the prediction’s efficacy. NFRE [29] designs the instruction-level control flow graph to save the program analysis cost and make the tool suitable for large-scale training. The prediction of function names is based on the graph embeddings of the aforementioned control flow graph and a model in encoder-decoder architecture (Bidirectional LSTM network as encoder and attentional LSTM network as the decoder). DEBIN [32] first lifts the assembly code to the intermediate language, then builds the dependency graph describing pairwise and factor relationships for the later Conditional Random Field (CRF) algorithm-based prediction. Besides function names, DEBIN also recovers the information of variables. SYMLM [41] refines Microtrace-Based Pretraining [51] and involves the calling context while calculating the embeddings of the functions for the next function name prediction. TIE [45] recovers the variable types based on solving constraints generated according to the variable usage. After lifting the binary to the intermediate language BIL, it recovers the variables based on the memory access patterns. It generates the type constraints, which are solved later for type recovery. OSPREY [68] defines deterministic reasoning rules for the hints collected by BDA [69], which serves for the following probabilistic inference to recover the variable types and data structures.

While the above studies pay more attention to the analysis of assembly code or intermediate language, some other studies better leverage the ability of decompilers and analyze the decompiler output for information recovery. For example, Jaffee et al. [40] leverage the statistical machine translation technique to rename the variables in decompiler output. They propose the...
alignment method between source code and decompiler output to construct the training set. Besides the lexical information involved in the last work, DIRE [44] also uses structural information recovered by the decompiler to assist the variable renaming. It uses LSTM as the encoder to extract the lexical information and Gated-Graph Neural Network (GGNN) [56] as the encoder for the structural information. DIRTY [25] further leverages the data layout of variables provided by the decompiler with the transformer-based model to predict the variable types and names.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we systematically explore how to use LLM to optimize the decompiler output. To release the potential power of LLM, we design a three-role mechanism. We also propose MSSC for function semantic checking to uphold the consistency of the optimized decompiled output with the original decompiled output. We evaluate DeGPT and the results show that DeGPT can achieve 24.4% reduction in the cognitive burden of understanding the decompiler outputs and provide comments of which 62.9% can provide practical semantics to help the understanding of binaries. Our user surveys also show that the optimized code significantly improves the readability and comprehensibility of the decompiler output.
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Fig. 5: Examples of removing redundant variables involved in invocations.

APPENDIX

void isScramble(char *param_1, char *param_2) {
    size_t sVar1;
    size_t sVar2;
    sVar1 = strlen(param_2);
    sVar2 = strlen(param_1);
    scramble(param_1, 0, (int)sVar2 - 1, param_2, 0, (int)sVar1 - 1);

    return;
}

Fig. 6: LLM converts the hexadecimal sequence to string literal, which MSSC fails to analyze.

B - IMPACT OF DIFFERENT ORDERS

In Section III-C, we introduce the principles for sorting different optimizations. This section presents two experiments to show how different orders impact the optimizations. In the first experiment, we investigate the impact of performing semantic-related optimization before structure optimization by renaming variables before simplifying the structure. Specifically, we randomly select 50 functions from the non-stripped dataset and first rename the variables, followed by structure simplification. The result shows that after structure simplification, 60 out of the 313 renamed variables are removed, indicating that 19.2% of the variable renaming wastes API tokens. Note that not only variable renaming, the removal of newly appended semantic information can also happen in appending comments. Thus, putting structure simplification in prior can avoid the aforementioned removal. In the second experiment, we again randomly selected 50 functions from the non-stripped dataset to compare the differences between directly renaming variables and renaming variables after adding comments. The result shows that the MVR for direct renaming is 22.1%, while the MVR for renaming after adding comments is 28.9%. These two experiments demonstrate the rationality of our optimization prioritization. By putting structure simplification in prior, DeGPT prevents the semantic information from being removed by structure simplification, causing API token wasting. By putting appending comments ahead of variable renaming, newly appended comments boost the variable renaming.

A - CASE OF MSSC FAILURE

As shown in Figure 6, in the original code before optimization, the assignment is done using a pointer to a hexadecimal sequence. In the optimized code, the assignment is done directly using a string literal corresponding to the hexadecimal sequence. MSSC fails to process this case.